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On 23 January 2006, the US Navy's biggest military vessel, the nuclear powered 
USS Ronald Reagan, arrived in Brisbane for a five-day visit. With estimates that 
the 6,000 strong crew would pump around $5 million into the local economy, the 
media, businesses and politicians welcomed the visit as a fabulous opportunity 
for the city. The Brisbane Peace Convergence, a coalition of local peace groups, 
disagreed and attempted a water-borne protest. The police intercepted the flotilla 
of kayaks and rowboats before they even got close to the USS Ronald Reagan 
because the entire Brisbane River had been declared an exclusion zone. This 
action and other acts of public protest in response to the ship's rubbish washing 
up on the shores of Moreton Bay and the Sunshine Coast were given little press 
coverage. 
While these events occurred, members of the curatorial team at Museum 
of Brisbane (MOB) were spending long hours sifting through huge amounts of 
protest material, such as pamphlets, posters and magazines, from the numerous 
demonstrations that took place in Brisbane in the 1960s, 1970s and 1980s, in 
preparation for MOB'S exhibition, Taking to the Streets: Two Decades That Changed 
Brisbane, 1965-1985. It seemed from our late-night vantage point in City Hall that 
the USS Ronald Reagan's visit had passed with just a stifled whimper of dissent, 
despite the best efforts of local peace and anti-nuclear groups. The lack of local 
public debate (let alone outrage) about having this huge nuclear-powered military 
machine in our midst was in stark contrast to the subject-matter and objects in 
which we were immersed - the hand-painted banners, vivid rainbow-coloured 
posters, arrest notices, pamphlets that detailed anti-nuclear arguments, accounts of 
the large flotilla of watercraft that challenged similar visits in the 1980s, and, not 
least, the press coverage they received. Seemingly, the issues had not changed; 
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1 indeed, in the atmosphere of a 'global war on terror', the demands for an end to 
war, civil liberties, government accountability and individual rights that imbued the 
material we were poring over seemed all the more important and urgent. During 
I the time we were preparing the exhibition, all the issues we encountered in our 
research reverberated through contemporary Australian political and social life. 
We felt the relevance of the exhibition day after day. 
I As Australia's involvement in Iraq was debated in federal parliament, we watched 
footage of protests against the Vietnam War shot by Brisbane amateur filmmakers 
and discovered unique and prescient anti-war protests, such as the splashing of 
blood on the blackboards of the Brisbane Stock Exchange. As the Senate voted on 
whether Health Minister Tony Abbott should have the authority to decide whether a 
doctor or patient could have access to the abortion drug RU486, we traced the fight 
for Australian women to have access to legal, safe abortions as well as the legal 
right to choose this course of action for themselves. As the Federal Government 
tried to block the Australian Capital Territory's proposed bill to equate same-sex 
civil unions with marriage, we heard dreadful accounts of gay bashings and police 
raids on private parties held by homosexual people in Brisbane. 
We admired Merle Thornton and Ro Bogner's 'stunt' of chaining themselves 
to the bar at the Regatta Hotel so that Queensland women could drink in public 
bars, and Dan O'Neill and others walking the streets with their faces painted black 
during the visit of South Africa's Springbok Rugby team in 1971. We marvelled 
at the creativity of much of the protest action and the copious amounts of 
typewritten text in leaflets persuading and cajoling students and others into action. 
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We felt dismay at the news from Palm Island, with more alleged brutality by the 
Queensland Police against Aboriginal people. What we read about 'life under the 
Act' for Queensland Indigenous people did not feel like past history. 
However, it was more than the contemporary issues that gave our efforts a 
sense of urgency and relevance. We were energised and inspired by the material 
we were unearthing, and by the commitment and vision that were embedded in it, 
and we met amazing and dedicated people who generously shared their insights 
and personal experiences with us. Telling their stories and creating the exhibition 
took on the intensity of a political campaign, with all the accompanying tensions 
and conflicts. We wanted to subtly provoke our audience with the claim implicit 
in the exhibition's sub-title - that it was the intense political conflict and popular 
struggle of the Joh Bjelke-Petersen era which transformed Brisbane into the animated 
city we know today. Not Expo '88 or the inner city gentrification that succeeded 
it, not the cultural and urban renewal policies of governments, but rather the 
commitment and energy of several generations of Brisbane people to create what 
Stephen Stockwell described on film for the exhibition as 'an authentic Queensland 
culture'. In part, this essay is an account of the curatorial approach and audience 
responses to the exhibition, but it is also a personal reflection on the consequences 
of taking a partisan position in the museum content. Of course, one's motivations 
and approach to work are always personal - this was a feminist mantra that we 
took to heart for the exhibition. 
Taking to the Streets: Two Decudes That Changed Brisbane, 1965-1 985 opened 
in April 2006 and ran for five months. The exhibition was the largest presented 
at the Museum of Brisbane (MOB) since it had opened in 2003 and proved to be 
one of the most popular, with close to 80,000 visitors. A distinctive feature that 
emerged within the first week of its opening was the degree of intensity with 
which visitors engaged with the exhibition content. This, in turn, generated a 
larger number and a more diverse range of visitor responses than had previously 
occurred with MOB exhibitions - a particularly gratifying development for a 
museum with a strong commitment to community engagement. The exhibition 
was an enormous undertaking that brought together nearly 1,000 objects from 
personal and institutional collections, in conjunction with the production of five 
documentaries, 12 individual video interviews, two broadsheets and around a 
hundred commissioned stories. 
There was a certain element of risk in presenting an exhibition about such 
a tense and dramatic period of Brisbane history that was within living memory. 
Arguably, it is these same reasons that contributed to the public's interest and the 
overwhelmingly positive response to the exhibition. A visitor from the United 
States, for example, commented: 'I was very pleasantly surprised by my visit. I 
thought it'd be a more "stuffy" interpretation of Brisbane. More historical, when 
Brisbane was settled. I was very pleased that it is a contemporary look into the 
city.' '1  had no idea that Brisbane and by extension Australia, had to fight so 
hard for where they are today,' commented a visitor from London. A Brisbane 
resident remarked that he enjoyed the '4222 doco, and the sense of pride in the 
city's subversive past - something I never would have imagined in this kind of 
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venue'. Underlying these comments is an expectation of conventionality with the 
type of history that is presented in museums, yet at the same time, evidence that 
the general public want to engage with contentious periods or questions and to 
have conventional views unsettled. 
Taking to the Streets had its genesis in the book Radical Brisbane, edited 
by Raymond Evans and Carole Ferrier with Jeff Rickertt. Radical Brisbane is 
an exploration of the sites of Brisbane's radical history that sweeps across two 
centuries of white settlement to reveal a compelling tradition of radical politics 
and protest in a city better known for its conservatism and small-town values. 
The book was launched at an event held at MOB in April 2004 and the book's 
content was quickly recognised as incredibly rich material for an exhibition. The 
book launch was also MOB'S first encounter with Brisbane's radical communities 
and their strength of feeling as custodians of this history. Their passion was also 
revealed in the book's critical reception. Local debates raged around events and 
people omitted and the emphasis and interpretation given to particular events. To 
observe from the sidelines proved to be excellent preparation for undertaking the 
exhibition! 
Optimistically, it was first proposed that the exhibition would portray a wide 
range of the radical events and sites detailed in Radical Brisbane. Although two 
large gallery spaces were allocated, it was quickly recognised during preliminary 
content meetings that the focus of the exhibition could not be such a definitive 
one. After additional research and investigation of local collections, we decided 
that the exhibition's scope would be scaled back to an examination of the 1965-85 
period. The selection of this period was based around four factors. First, this 
period represented a marked increase in protest activity, in Brisbane and across the 
Western world, on a diverse range of issues. Second, there occurred a significant 
change in the ways in which people protested. In conjunction with the rise in the 
overt action of 'taking to the streets', there developed social, 'lifestyle' and cultural 
forms of protest. We observed this in photographs. Protests from the 1950s and 
early 1960s showed men dressed respectably in suits and ties but by the late 1960s 
hair was long and people were wearing jeans, shorts and thongs. Protest was no 
longer only about one's political beliefs, but about how one lived life - being a 
vegetarian, having sex before marriage, taking drugs, and so on. And third, there 
was a momentous shift in the way in which the government reacted to these 
developments, through the legislative measures and the degree of force employed 
by the conservative government of Joh Bjelke-Petersen in a determined attempt to 
'stamp out' the public right to march in protest. Finally, these factors together made 
for a particularly distinctive and volatile period in Brisbane's and Queensland's 
history - this is the period most commonly recognised as Queensland's radical 
past. All 'slice' histories are arbitrary to some extent, and arguments can be made 
about the size of the slice. In this case, we chose not to align the period to key 
events or key dates, but to cover two decades instead. There were, of course, 
ramifications from this decision: the dates didn't enable us to include the start of 
the Vietnam War, for example, or important moments in the gay rights campaigns 
of the late 1980s. 
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Our over-arching objectives for Taking to the Streets were to portray the 
intensity of the period and to give a sense of what it was like to be a protester. As 
a consequence, the perspectives of police, journalists and the government were not 
focused on directly. We consciously chose not to attempt a balanced presentation of 
the political issues at stake, but instead wanted to convey the personal motivations 
and experiences of the protesters themselves. As many of these people still lived 
in Brisbane and had continued their political activism, we wanted to include them 
in devising the exhibition. We spent many weeks meeting activists to discuss the 
exhibition and their recollections of the period. This shaped the exhibition in 
both profound and subtle ways as we gained insight into their experiences and, 
in many instances, the real personal costs of their involvement in political protest 
in Queensland at this time. Some were harassed or beaten by police; others were 
denied work in the public service; others experienced the breakdown of family 
relationships and friendships. We were also alerted to issues of emphasis that we 
were not necessarily picking up from the historical material, such as the huge 
influence of the Vietnam War on all of the protest action at this time. As we had 
not lived through this period ourselves, we benefited from listening to personal 
stories and reflections and attempted to capture them in the exhibition. 
We also decided, where possible, to work with local consultants who had been 
part of these activities. Our historical adviser, Raymond Evans, veteran of many 
street marches, guided us through the history and supported our vision with both 
tolerance and respect. Our multimedia consultants, Toadshow, had evolved from the 
independent satirical publication The Cane Toad Times and had been announcers 
on 4222 or members of local bands at the time. Steve Capelin, a founder of 
Street Arts Theatre Company, curated the theatre section of the exhibition for us, 
while Brisbane DJ and 4222 stalwart Jane Grigg did an amazing job in bringing 
together former 4222 staff from across Australia along with special and rare 
material from a number of personal collections. The involvement of these people 
not only provided personal connections to many of the protagonists, but also 
gave the exhibition authenticity. We thank them all for their shared commitment 
in creating this exhibition. 
We chose to present the wide-ranging historical content in a variety of ways. 
A crucial decision was to present the material en masse, not to select the 'best' 
- most representative, funny or aesthetically pleasing - examples, but to exhibit 
as many as possible of the posters, flyers, leaflets and other objects that had been 
located and borrowed. As we came across more and more material - in particular, 
the remarkable collection of the Fryer Library at the University of Queensland 
- we felt increasingly confident in the strength of the material itself to convey the 
passion of the times and tell powerful stories about the life of the city. We used 
common museum techniques such as a timeline, for example, to give prominence 
to the content rather than the form of delivery. The timeline of 20 years placed 
' local events alongside national and global ones. With the assistance of Raymond 
Evans, we chose a selection of influential forces and factors and a series of events 
and issues representative of the period to provide an introduction and to establish 
the exhibition's historical context. While the focus of the exhibition was primarily 
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local, we considered it essential that the Brisbane issues and campaigns be located 
within the broader national and world context for the 1965-85 period. Key local, 
national and world events were prkcised and illustrated through a selection of 
material which ranged from news and amateur film footage, newspaper articles, 
pamphlets, books, posters, banners, photos, t-shirts and badges. 
The documentary format was chosen to present and explore the significant 
political and cultural themes of race and sport, the right to march, political theatre, 
public radio and the Foco club. In five multimedia presentations, the personal 
accounts of participants were combined with photos, news and amateur film footage. 
Historical footage conveyed the antagonistic atmosphere between protestors and the 
wall of police that confronted them when they took to the streets. Other footage 
of theatre performances by Popular Theatre Troupe and Order by Numbers and 
4222 'joint efforts' gave an indication of the dynamic culture of live music and 
performance that existed in Brisbane despite the Draconian licensing laws and 
police surveillance that attempted to stifle cultural activities at the time. 
The documentaries were supplemented by four digital stories created by young 
Brisbane people involved in contemporary forms of protest action. Keen that 
visitors were not left with the impression that political activism ceased in Brisbane 
in 1985, we worked together with Visible Ink, Brisbane City Council's resource 
centre for young people in Fortitude Valley, to commission these pieces. Covering 
such topics as fanzines and the 'kill your TV' movement, these stories showed that 
creative, home-grown forms of activism are still alive and well in the city. 
I 
Badges 
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The exhibition aimed for a saturated aesthetic experience, a chaos of screen- 
printed posters, handwritten pamphlets, self-published books, handmade t-shirts and 
so on. We were inspired by the urgent, do-it-yourself aesthetic of the historical 
material. Surfaces were wallpapered with photocopied pamphlets and collages 
of newsletters of the Foco club. Walls were stencilled with slogans and logos, 
themselves the work of brilliant local designers. Where possible, objects and 
artefacts were displayed in the most direct way possible: posters in mylar sleeves 
pinned to the walls, banners attached directly to the wall with magnets, T-shirts 
on torso mannequins rather than in cabinets. 
Another important dimension was the involvement of activists as writers for the 
exhibition. Prompted by a story told to us by Raymond Evans of the incredible 
eulogy delivered by Dan'O7Neill at George Georges' funeral, we invited participants 
in the historical events depicted in the exhibition to write tributes to each other. 
Their brief was simple: to write about someone with whom they shared these 
times or who inspired them in some way - all in 200 words. The stories were 
presented in a variety of ways. Some were mounted on the wall and accompanied 
by an object; others were reproduced in a broadsheet and others were available 
to be read on a touch screen. Around 100 stories were contributed and many are 
reprinted in  this issue of Queensland Review. We believe that these stories convey 
strength of feeling and personal insight, in quirky personal styles that could never 
be portrayed in the writing of a curator. 
Twelve individual video interviews were also presented as part of this 'In the 
Crowd' section of the exhibition. lnterviewees ranged from a civil liberties lawyer 
and a Christian activist through to a record shop owner and Brisbane's most 
famous drag persona, Dame Sybil Von Thorndike. This emphasis on first-person 
experience and reflection was crucial to our vision for an exhibition that did not 
use the 'authoritative voice' of the museum expert, but instead had multiple authors 
and multiple perspectives presented. It also motivated the major interactive element 
of the exhibition: a video booth where visitors could tell their own story or add 
their reflections to the exhibition. Although the technology proved to be tricky 
and slightly unreliable, these stories were regularly collected, edited and added to 
the exhibition display, underlying the sense that even the exhibition itself was a 
'work in progress', susceptible to voices and contributions from the floor. These 
contributions, along with the other material collected and generated through the 
exhibition, have now been added to the collection of the Fryer Library. 
Accompanying many of the written stories were unique personal items that 
embodied, for the individual, their activism during this period. Lesley Synge provided 
a green, purple and white sash sewn by reluctant (and generally non-seamstress!) 
feminists to be worn at an International Women's Day march. Megan Martin still 
had a shoulder bag exquisitely hand-embroidered with a Women's Liberation symbol, 
either in the watch house or at an interminable political meeting. Terry O'Gorman 
contributed a white laboratory coat screen-printed with 'Legal Observer', testament 
to the role played by law students and civil libertarians in documenting clashes 
between police and protestors and defending the latter in court. Another notable 
example was John Stanwell's cut-off ponytail from his weekend detention in Boggo 
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Road gaol for taking part in the 'Blood on the Stock Exchange' demonstration 
against the Vietnam War. Alongside the gift of a tobacco tin engraved by the 
'lifers' with a toothpaste tube, he also provided a typed letter from his father, a 
shocked Roma bank manager unable to comprehend his son's actions. John shared 
this poignant, personal item because he was by no means the only activist to be 
'disowned' by his family - this was the reality of the 'generation gap'. The small 
case in which these objects were held received much attention. At the end of one 
day, one of our information officers discovered that a visitor to the exhibition had 
left their own cut-off ponytail on the top of the case! 
MOB has never experienced such overt visitor reactions. Another visitor stuck 
'No Dams' stickers throughout the exhibition (mercifully on glass and mylar!), 
thus using the exhibition itself as a site for protest. Yet another ripped photographs 
depicting pro-abortion protest from the wall. Visitors regularly engaged our 
information officers in long and intense discussions of the subject-matter. Some 
were unhappy with our approach. One Brisbane resident commented: 
An institution with the name 'Museum of Brisbane' should NOT 
be a vehicle for political propaganda. Why not have a look at the 
Museum of London in the UK as an indication of what can be done! 
Think of the impression this display will give to tourists and visitors 
to our city! 
In contrast, a resident of Ascot remarked: 'Taking to the Streets should be 
compulsory viewing for all Queenslanders.' Many comments were quite specific 
about why we had left out particular events or people - decisions almost taken 
as a personal affront: 
Yesterday I visited the MOB exhibition Taking to the Streets. It is 
very impressive and covers a vast territory. However I am slightly 
disappointed as I feel that I or 'my association' should have been 
consulted to some extent ... two major events that were not exactly 
'in the streets', but effectively on the University of Queensland campus 
were left out. 
For others, the exhibition struck a very personal note: 'Taking to the Streets 
reminded me of the shame and disgust I experienced as a Queenslander during 
Bjelke-Petersen's reign. It was so great at the time, it led me to move interstate,' 
wrote one visitor from Sydney. Not only locals responded to the personalised 
approach taken in the exhibition: 'Wonderful to see how inspiring and energetic 
people were and quite emotional to feel the spirit of the time but extraordinary 
to realise how oppressive the government was - and still is!' from a visitor from 
London. 
One of the most rewarding instances of interaction with our audience occurred 
with the closing of the exhibition. As it happened, the last day of the exhibition was 
the day following the Queensland state election. A spontaneous Sunday afternoon 
'speakers' comer' sprang up in the foyer of City Hall and speakers critiqued and 
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paid tribute to the exhibition and bemoaned the state of contemporary politics in 
the light of the history we were celebrating in the exhibition. It really felt like 
the community was taking over the museum! As Michael O'Neill wrote in the 
visitor's book from that day: 
It's a thing that'll happen only once in one's life that someone takes 
the trouble to re-create (and invites you to help to do it) the segment 
of your life that represents the most crucial, most alive and most 
meaningful contribution you made to the life of the society around 
you, the period when there came together all the passion you never 
knew what to do with, the mind you'd been wasting on trivia and 
ennui, the physical strength that's had nowhere to go, the lust for 
adventure and the taste for danger. To have been given the vehicle 
into which to pour all that and then be allowed to wander among 
the vehicles others too had filled likewise, all pushed together like a 
magical parking lot, was something I won't forget. 
Taking to the Streets was an intense, colourful, teeming compilation of posters, 
badges, t-shirts, costumes, images, handbills, magazines, stickers, interviews, 
stories, voices and music that sprawled across two large gallery spaces and engaged 
audiences for five months. It was an achievement of which we feel very proud, 
as well as being quite aware of its shortcomings and unfulfilled promise in some 
areas. We doubt that the exhibition could have taken place anywhere else but MOB. 
It was successful because it represented an alignment between MOB'S willingness 
to take risks, our vision that Brisbane's history is interesting (and in this case of 
world significance), and MOB'S particular approach in working in partnership .with 
the community, local academics and other experts. As a non-collecting institution, 
we draw on community collections and stories to develop exhibitions. This was 
not the first exhibition to include mass loans from the community and other 
institutions: MOB had previously undertaken such large-scale projects as the baby 
wall (Bite the Blue Sky) and Brisbane Buddhas. However, this approach poses 
significant challenges to museum staff, and especially such a small team as we 
have at MOB. In closing, we would like to thank our colleagues for their support, 
belief and persistence in pulling the whole thing off. 
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